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Cloud computing is a popular subject across the IT (information
technology) industry, but many risks associated with this relatively
new delivery model are not yet fully understood. In this paper, we use
a qualitative approach to gain insight into the vectors that contribute
to cloud computing risks in the areas of security, business, and
compliance. The focus is on the identification of risk vectors affecting
cloud computing services and the creation of a framework that
can help IT managers in their cloud adoption process and risk
mitigation strategy. Economic pressures on businesses are creating
a demand for an alternative delivery model that can provide flexible
payments, dramatic cuts in capital investment, and reductions in
operational cost. Cloud computing is positioned to take advantage
of these economic pressures with low-cost IT services and a flexible
payment model, but with certain security and privacy risks. The
frameworks offered by this paper may assist IT professionals obtain
a clearer understanding of the risk tradeoffs associated with cloud
computing environments.

Introduction
Cloud computing technologies are transforming our world,
and many individuals consume these services without even
being aware they are doing so. For example, every time
someone performs a Google** search, posts a comment
on a favorite social networking site, or uses a cell phone,
he or she is using a cloud. For the purpose of this paper,
we define cloud computing (or simply, Bcloud[) as
involving an IT (information technology) delivery model
that provides compute, storage, and network services
as an on-demand service, usually virtualized, with
shared resources offered as a utility over a network.
The ubiquity of cloud computing for retail applications
of IT is evident with the rapid growth of cloud-enabled
smartphones, which, for example, experienced 75% growth
worldwide in 2010 [1] and continuous growth acceleration
overseas in 2011 (e.g., see [2]). Other factors, such as
the commoditization of hypervisor technology and the
rise of new operating systems (OSs) and middleware for
clouds, have created new security surfaces for attacks.
Massive storage clouds, built for the insatiable need to

collect and store an ever-increasing amount of data,
are generating new challenges in the area of regulatory
compliance. In addition, financial pressures on IT
organizations to produce more services with reduced
budgets are creating significant demands for the adoption
of alternative models that could potentially lower the
cost of IT. However, cloud standardization forces
the use of a limited number of IT configurations
that sometimes do not fit the needs of large
corporations [3, 4].
In this paper, we perform a qualitative analysis to

assist in the creation of a model that can help explain the
current security, compliance, and business risks associated
with cloud computing. Our qualitative process makes
use of one-on-one interviews to collect the insights
of 68 cloud and security experts. The interviews
followed a flexible format to allow the free exchange
of information and constructive interaction. Within the
context of this paper, we use the word Brisk[ to refer
to the aggregate risk of security, compliance, and business
risks that corporations might experience using cloud
services. The phrase Btraditional IT[ refers to IT services
that are hosted on premise and are not virtualized or
at least not virtualized using high-density configurations.
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Traditional IT is often single tenant, not completely
automated, and it has significant differences across VM
(virtual machine) installations. In addition, this paper
refers to Bcompliance[ as the law or government regulation
that imposes a process required to do business. Examples
of common compliance regulations include FISMA
(Federal Information Security Management Act), HIPAA
(Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act),
SAS 70 (Statement on Auditing Standards No. 70), and
PCI-DSS (Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard)
specifications.
In this paper, we gathered sufficient evidence, based on the

interviews with subject-matter experts, to help identify a
useful interpretation of the current state of cloud computing
risks compared to traditional IT risks as well as to help IT
professionals make appropriate decisions regarding cloud
adoption. For those readers who may wish to review
past research published in the area of cloud computing
security, they may consult [5–11] for further examples
and background on the subject.

Methodology
We selected a Delphi methodology [12], a structured
communication technique, because it has been successful
with research problems where there is incomplete and scarce
information available. Also, the Delphi methodology has
been shown to be effective where precise analytics is not
applicable, and the analysis of the subjective judgment
of individuals as a group or collection of experts is the
best available source of information. One of the advantages
of the Delphi method is that opinions tend to converge
after successive rounds of feedback [13]. However, for this
paper, we used a modified Delphi process that consisted
of one-on-one interviews, Delphi iterations to build
consensus, and a quantitative analysis that was built using
a calibration spreadsheet. The experts that participated
in this study are well-known IT professionals with many
years of experience and expertise with cloud computing
and security. The consensus meetings were conducted
as short consecutive conversations about specific topics
to come to an agreement on cloud risk vectors, the evaluation
of cloud risks compared to traditional IT risks, and cloud
framework taxonomies. As part of the Delphi method,
we quantified the cloud risk vectors using a process
we designated as the Bcalibration[ cycle. This process
took place over a six-week period, during which the
results from the Delphi efforts and insight from the
one-on-one interviews were merged to obtain agreement
among the 68 experts. The calibration spreadsheet
instrument included a row for each of the cloud risk
vectors identified by the Delphi process and a radio button
to quantify each vector as Bincreases risk,[ Bno change
in risk,[ or Bdecreases risk,[ compared with traditional IT.
The summary of the modified Delphi process and example

of the compliance calibration spreadsheet instrument are
illustrated on Figure 1. In addition, the consensus process
used a pyramid paradigm and led to agreement about
the ranking of the top eight cloud risks and relative
cloud risks compared with traditional IT. After the
modified Delphi process was completed, a survey of
204 IT professionals was conducted to compare the risk
perceptions and opinions of the 68 experts with a larger
population of IT professionals. The target audience for
the survey was IT professionals with several years of
experience, but not necessarily experts on cloud security.

Rationalization of key cloud risks
After the consensus and calibration process, we divided
the data between two main categories: those aspects
that increased and decreased cloud risks compared to
traditional IT. We created this division to qualitatively
validate the hypothesis that cloud computing has
new risks not present in traditional IT, and as such,
cloud risks are not equal to traditional IT risks. However,
as might be expected, we discovered that clouds and
traditional IT have intersecting risks. For example,
vectors that exist in both clouds and traditional IT risk
sets include: human factors, authentication, authorization,
SLAs (service-level agreements), DoS (denial-of-service)
attacks, and cryptography key management, just to
mention a few. Risk vectors that only exist in the set
of cloud risk vectors are as follows: cloud image
management, multi-tenancy, cloud automation scripts,
and cloud management software. On the other hand,
we encounter risks that tend to be unique to the set of
traditional IT risk vectors such as management of physical
servers and laptops, management of physical firewalls,
rigid hardware taxonomy, and upfront capital investment.
Almost every cloud and security expert we interviewed
mentioned hypervisor technology and the new surface
attack associated with cloud configurations as potential
security risks. They also mentioned multi-tenancy,
automation and standardization, authentication and
authorization, device endpoints, concentration of value,
and human factors as important security, compliance,
and business risks. These eight key risk factors drove the
creation of the Bpyramid of cloud[ risks vectors (Figure 2).

Hypervisor risks
The risk factor associated with hypervisors was one of
the most common topics of concern shared by experts
interviewed for this study. The only experts who did
not agree with this concern were those with in-depth
expertise on mainframes, and they asserted that mainframe
LPARs (logical partitions)Vpartitioning a physical
machine into multiple logical partitions using the IBM
POWER* chip architectureVas the Bcorrect[ way to
accomplish virtualization. Unfortunately, none of the
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cloud computing offerings available today uses mainframe
technology due to cost constraints; however, this could
provide better isolation. For example, the IBM z10*
mainframe is based on the IBM POWER chip design,
which is very different from the commoditized Intel X86**
microprocessor. One of the advantages of the mainframe
LPAR virtualization is that it has access to memory addresses
that do not overlap. This eliminates the possibility of
cross-VMs side-channel leakage risks typical of X86
commodity hardware. In addition, LPARs have separate
registers for the hypervisor and the OS, which eliminates
the risk of escaping the hypervisor during a buffer
overflow [14]. The risk associated with hypervisors can
be easily mitigated through more inexpensive alternatives
such as using extra-large VMs that consume the entire
physical host, which eliminates most of the cross-VM
side-channel leakages. As one would expect, this hypervisor
mitigation strategy involves security and cost tradeoffs.
Users could implement a cloud system with very good
hypervisor isolation using LPARs, but this configuration
could significantly exceed the cost of using extra-large
VMs on commoditized hardware.

The cloud system is still a relatively new IT model that
has a long maturity road ahead and many of these experts
felt that one of the biggest risks were unknown factors,
since the software components and model have not exited
sufficiently long to measure their risks in a quantitative
or statistical way. In roughly the last three years, clouds have
made the transition from a relatively unknown paradigm
to extreme IT popularity, with 60% of enterprise customers
attempting or planning to move to cloud technology to
achieve greater efficiencies [15, 16]. Cloud technology is
usually a combination of commoditized hardware with new
software incarnations of old concepts such as hypervisors.
However, the business model of (1) paying just for what
one uses; (2) web services in conjunction with SOA
(service-oriented architecture), and (3) new automation
technologies, created a very beneficial combination
that enabled cloud computing. This phenomenon fueled
the creation of many new applications as a service, and
millions of users are now consuming clouds with software
that is not yet mature. It is understandable that we constantly
read and hear about security risks and compliance issues
related to cloud solutions.

Figure 1

Methodology. The Modified versus Classic Delphi Research process is shown schematically at the top of the figure, and the Compliance Calibration
Spreadsheet Instrument is shown at the bottom of the figure.
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Multi-tenancy
The risk factor of multi-tenancy is related to issues and
challenges associated with sharing the same physical IT
resources such as CPU, memory, storage, network switches,
firewalls, and other hardware and software components.
Unfortunately, multi-tenancy could potentially lead to
sharing resources with competitors who might engage in
activities that exploit cross-VM isolation vulnerabilities
to obtain confidential information. In addition, if a customer
is subpoenaed by a court to provide data records and logs
in a multi-tenant environment, there is a risk that a court

might obtain some data from Binnocent[ bystander VMs
hosted in the same physical server. In addition, multi-tenancy
combined with virtualization makes it difficult to implement
tracking tools that can enable cyber-forensics on cloud
environments and, as such, may lead to a failure to comply
with some regulations.
Compliance has become more important in the last

10 years due to a significant increase in regulatory
compliance laws. This has posed significant challenges
to traditional IT infrastructure, as well as to clouds.
However, clouds are significantly more challenged by

Figure 2

Pyramid of cloud risks comparison between experts and survey participates. Differences on the pyramids highlight several of the possible
misconceptions relating to cloud security risks.
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compliance processes because of their potential
Binfrastructure obscurity.[ In addition, the transient
nature of cloud consumption creates challenges with
respect to privacy and auditability. New regulatory
compliance rules that require maintaining documents
for a long period of time are also creating great pressure
for the adoption of storage clouds that make it more
affordable to comply with these regulations; but other
risks increase if there is little or no control over storage
and cyber-forensics.

Automation and standardization
Cloud computing obtains its scaling features by automating
most of the IT processes such as the provisioning and
deployment of new VMs, patch management, backups,
load balancing, security monitoring, and other processes.
Cloud system administrators manage thousands of servers
through the cloud dashboard and deploy processes with
the Bpush of a button[ (i.e., very easily). But if a mistake
is made in the automation scripts, such an error can be
replicated very quickly. Standardization involves a risk
associated with minimizing the number of types of VMs
available in the cloud. Standardization helps create a more
homogeneous environment, but at the same time, this can
lower the barrier for the spread of viruses or malicious
software in clouds.
An enormous investment in automation leads to one

of the advantages that clouds have, and cloud providers
use automation to gain economies of scale, managing
a huge number of machines. Automation brings lower
administration cost since automation enables high density
of servers per administratorVsome experts claim as high
as 10,000 servers per administrator in IT environments
such as at Google and Amazon. In private clouds with
less capacity, the numbers range between 60 and 100 servers
per administrator. As mentioned, automation enhances
flexibility because processes can be achieved with minimal
effort. In addition, division of labor is more effective
when the process experts create and maintain their own
automation processes, because the knowledge does not
need to be shared with administrators.
These benefits sound very compelling, but this strength

is also a weakness. As mentioned, automation can deliver
great efficiencies, but a mistake in a script can quickly spread
with disastrous consequences. Unintentional accidents,
such as the Amazon re-mirroring Bstorm[ [17], are intensified
by automation, and it is reasonable to expect more cloud
storms in the future. Because a large part of cloud automation
is beyond the control of the cloud user, there is no specific
mitigation strategy for this vector. In general, automation
is considered a riskier vector than the hypervisor and
multi-tenancy.
Standardization is another aspect that can be both a

disadvantage and an advantage of clouds. For example,

if a server is virtualized without standardization, the result
is just more of the complexity that already exists. It is
the process of standardization that reduces redundant
configurations and creates a limited number of reusable
IT configurations that can to be automated to limit the
deployment process to just a few mouse clicks [18–20].
This synergy between standardization and automation
was stated by Bittman [20] when discussing his design
for better virtualization, and others such as Oberle and
Fisher [18] have referred to the lack of standardization as
one of the key barriers to cloud adoption. However, it was
the work of Rings et al. [19] on their testing framework
for cloud environments that most clearly illustrated the
power of standardization to create simpler configurations that
are easy to automate. On the other hand, standardization
minimizes the diversity of the IT environment, thus
enabling the spread of viruses and malware across a
cloud environment. Similar to the biological world, diversity
can offer protection against viruses because it poses a
challenge that requires more complexity and code to assail
many IT configurations rather than just a few standard VMs.
This is one of the reasons why vigilance and rigorous
maintenance of software using the latest software patches
is especially important in cloud environments.

Authentication and authorization
The risk factor of authentication and authorization is
associated with the challenges of handling a large number
of users and data objects. Traditional identity and access
management (IAM) technology that manages IDs and
ACLs (access control lists) for 10,000 users, as well as the
protection of a few million objects, simply does not work
well on the cloud scale of 200 million users and 100 billion
files. IAM is predicated on a centralized model that does
not scale in a distributed environment such as the cloud.
The speed at which access change requests occur in the
cloud is much faster, and this creates more new challenges
and risks. Several federated identity management systems
and remote control authentication services have been created,
but there is still no standard enterprise-grade tool across
cloud services available today. Authorization becomes a
problem in the cloud, since identification of the user needs
to pass securely across many cloud layers. On the other
hand, it is fortunate that new technologies such as OAuth
(open standard for authorization) are able to mitigate some
of these risks. New open standards such as OAuth allow
users to give tokens instead of credentials to the multiple
layers of cloud services, minimizing the risk of identity
theft or impersonation. However, these technologies
are still in the early stages, and not all cloud providers
and cloud services support them at this time. For example,
Google App Engine** supports OAuth [21], but the
authentication is only performed with respect to the Google
Accounts service, creating the risk of duplicating identities
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between the enterprise LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access
Protocol) and the Google service. In addition, to configure
one’s Google App web application one needs to create
several XML (Extensible Markup Language) web.xml files
or YAML (app.yaml markup language) files to define the
way one’s application should run and its access privileges.
This type of methodology is very coarse-grained and does
not support other business requirements such as delegate
authorization. Another example provided by the experts
is Microsoft Azure**, which supports SAML (Secure
Assertions Markup Language) and an STS (Security
Token Service) to support this distributed identity
management solution. The SAML protocol supports
SSO (single sign-on) and multiple authentication methods
and minimizes duplication of identity between the enterprise
customer and the cloud provider, but its adoption in the
industry has been slow [22]. Lack of cloud standardization
with respect to authentication and authorization methods
have allowed the proliferation of non-interoperable
proprietary solutions that generate significant security risks.

Endpoints
The emergence of mobile devices has placed significant
pressure on businesses to support interfaces with new device
endpoints. New mobile devices such as cell phones and
tablets are part of mobile clouds and provide enormous
agility to employees. At the same time, these technologies
open a large number of vulnerabilities to cloud solutions.
For example, healthcare providers are under great pressure
to support iPad** applications to review medical records
Banywhere and anytime.[ This is a great challenge
because many of the mobile devices are not complying
with minimum-security standards, and the software they
use is still early in the maturity cycle [23].

Concentration of value
With the advent of Bmega IT data centers[ created by IBM,
Google, Microsoft, Amazon, Yahoo!, and many others, these
colossal warehouses contain tens of thousands of servers
creating many new risks and challenges. The large amount
and dense concentration of hardware can statistically
guarantee a storage or server failure everyday somewhere
in the cloud [24, 25]. Also, big data centers are becoming
targets for elaborate new threats because of the large
potential payout. This IT consolidation is creating value
concentrations that are very attractive to malicious
individuals and organized crime. This value concentration
trend is not expected to change anytime soon, since the
shift to consolidate into huge data centers is funded by
cost reductions and energy efficiencies. The more value
that is concentrated in the cloud, the bigger the target cloud
services will become. In addition, the expectation of and
demand for data availability Banytime and everywhere[
in the world have created an enormous challenge that

sometimes is contrary to data consistency. New distributed
databases, not based on SQL (Structured Query Language),
have become popular in the cloud with astonishing data
availability at low cost, but at the price of lower consistency.
Traditional relational SQL databases are tuned for accuracy
and comply with ACID (atomicity, consistency, isolation,
durability) rules, but they have lower data availability due
to the locking mechanism of the two-phase commit. With
massive amounts of data, specifically above the 10 petabytes
range, the expense associated with handling and backing up
the data grows exponentially. New technologies such as
Hadoop**, NoSQL, Cassandra**, and IBM General Parallel
File Systems (GPFS*) have been created to help handle
this kind of data in the clouds. However, these kinds of
tools sometimes optimize for availability instead of accuracy,
and this can create integrity and security issues. In addition,
massive data concentration in clouds creates a value
concentration that attracts the attention of malicious
individuals. Massive amounts of data create the challenge
of meeting the insatiable demand for availability without
degrading the data accuracy. Availability and data
accuracy become competing requirements. As one
partitions the data to increase availability, the consistency
decreases, and the reverse happens when one reduces the
data partitions to increase the consistency, but the availability
decreases [26].

Human factors
Unfortunately, all experts agree that the most significant
security risk affecting clouds is the human factor, since most
fraudulent behaviors are due to Binsider threat.[ In some
cases the insider risk is higher in the clouds than in traditional
IT because of the value concentration characteristic of
clouds. Our experts explained how cloud providers make
extensive efforts to install sophisticated monitoring tools
on the administrator’s console and dashboard terminals.
These tools monitor changes made by system administrators,
in the hopes of discouraging malicious or disgruntled
employees who might steal information or sabotage the
system. However, this particular risk factor is expected to
continue to be a problem for the foreseeable future because,
as world famous hacker Kevin Mitnik [27] said, breaking
the Bhuman firewall[ is easy. In addition, more than
70% of the experts interviewed for this paper cautioned
about the danger of social-engineered attacks that exploit
people’s vulnerabilities.

CloudSecurity andComplianceRisksFramework
In this section, we focus on the risk vectors that affect
security and compliance in clouds. Compliance demands
can include government regulations, industry procedures,
and specific business requirements. Government regulatory
compliance includes regulations such as the Sarbanes-Oxley
Act of 2002 (SOX), which established new audit standards
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to increase business transparency and ethical behavior.
Another example of a fairly new regulatory compliance
law is the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer
Protection Act (Dodd-Frank), enacted in 2010. This
legislation is not restricted to financial institutions and affects
the governance, disclosures, and executive compensation
of American-based companies. In addition, there are many
industry-specific compliance regulations such as those
associated with FFIEC (Federal Financial Institutions
Examination Council), ISO (International Organization
for Standardization) 2700X, NIST (National Institute of
Standards and Technology), HIPAA, PCI-DSS, and others.
The challenge is to create an IT service that can ensure
the process of adhering to regulatory, commercial,
and business procedures to achieve the desired
compliance level.
The Cloud Security and Compliance Risks Framework

(Figure 3) illustrates the key vectors affecting cloud
environments, to facilitate the understanding of cloud
and compliance risks. Each risk vector was assigned an
arrow that depicts the risk associated with cloud compared
with traditional IT. The frameworks described in this paper
use a red up arrow to express higher aggregated risk
associated with clouds, a horizontal yellow arrow for
vectors that do not change the risk between clouds and

traditional IT configurations, and a green down arrow to
express lower aggregated risk associated with clouds.
The security vectors were organized into three categories:

those risks driven by attack surface, value concentration,
and more data. The new attack surface is the result of
additional code required for cloud administration and
services. The cloud administration includes the cloud
automation process, which consists of thousands of script
lines that automate the instantiation, hibernation, image
capturing, and end-to-end lifecycle for the virtual solutions
resident in the cloud. Unfortunately, the level of maturity
of cloud management software is relative low, and this
inevitably tends to cause vulnerabilities.
The virtualization risk factor is divided into three types:

virtual servers, virtual networks, and virtual storage. All of
these refer to the ability to virtualize resources and share
them across multiple tasks. This virtualization capability
adds an additional attack surface, but selecting a hypervisor
with a small footprint (i.e., small in terms of lines of code),
such as type 1 hypervisors, can significantly reduce this
type of risk. Another exposure very common in virtualized
environments is VM sprawling. Since hypervisors simplify
the process of creating new VM instances, most people
tend to create new VMs instead of reconfiguring old ones,
and do not bother to remove resources that are no longer

Figure 3

Cloud Security and Compliance Risks Framework. (IP: Internet Protocol.)
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needed. If the cloud does not have a well-functioning
process to verify patches and force updates on inactive
VMs, these can quickly get out of date and become not
only vulnerable viruses, but also a drag on performance.
Virtualization technology also facilitates the process of
capturing VM images, which significantly increases security
risks on two fronts. First, the convenience of VM image
creation facilitates the sharing of VMs. At the same time,
malware and perhaps confidential information can also be
unintentionally shared if appropriate filters or protection
are not in place. The second risk that image capturing creates
is fostered by the representation of the virtual system
in a file. On traditional IT systems, the OS uses the BIOS
(basic I/O services) interfaces to write the data stack to
ROM (read only memory), maintain status information, and
process the executable. In a virtualized environment, the
hypervisor simulates the BIOS interfaces. Instead of using
ROM, it writes to a file on disk, which is the VM image.
If the image file is not encrypted and a malicious individual
gains access to the disk where the VM image is resident,
all the information in the VM will be accessible to the
intruder, even if the VM is at rest (inactive).
Storage virtualization has the advantage of providing

a lower-cost alternative to traditional storage. It is used
frequently for massive amounts of dataVthe kind of
large data that eventually is partitioned. With large data
installations (9 10 TB) and the high density that virtualization
creates on disks, it is virtually certain that partitions will
occur. This is why new distributed databases and files
systems such as the GFS** (Google File System) have
been created to help handle partitions on large data storage
[28]. However, all these new technologies add more attack
surfaces. In addition, the technology is still immature,
creating potential for vulnerabilities. However, its benefits
of enhanced performance and availability are undeniable.
Clouds create overlaid networks with logical structures

able to assign private addresses within the virtualized
host. A virtualized network creates many benefits such as
complete flexibility of the network taxonomy. A virtualized
network also removes any restrictions based on physical
IP (Internet Protocol) addresses provided by the network
provider, and the entire network configuration can be easily
serialized into a file that can then be accessed or combined
with the VM image to replicate not just a particular VM
but the entire IT solution. However, the strengths of
the virtual networks are also their weaknesses. As a virtual
network is serialized into a file containing the network
specifications, the risk of unauthorized individuals being able
to access the network configuration is much higher than
on traditional IT configurations that use physical network
devices. Like other sensitive data, network specification
files need to be protected and encrypted because these
files provide information that can be very useful to hackers
and malicious individuals. In addition, as physical network

components such as firewalls and network switches are
replaced with software components, there is a need to
ensure that these components are patched regularly to
avoid exposure to published vulnerabilities.
Cloud security risks can be mitigated by avoiding

Brogue VMs[ and using only VM images created by trusted
partners. (Here, we use the phrase rogue VM to refer to
virtual machines created using unmanaged VM images
from nonqualified sources.) If possible, companies should
create their own company VM images, distribute those
to employees, and keep the images in a secure storage.
However, if it is necessary to use VMs provided by
vendors, it is important to ensure that the VM images
have a signature that can be tracked back to the original
vendor. If a VM image does not have a signature, it is
not advisable to use it. In addition, disable or limit the use
of dangerous hypervisor tools frequently used by hackers
to break into a virtualized environment. Some of these
tools use private communication channels between
the hypervisor and the host OS that allows cross-VM
communication. For example, the tools VMchat, VMCat,
and VMftp use the ComChannel in the VMware**
hypervisors to gain access across VMs. One should
follow the configuration recommendations provided by
the hypervisor vendor since a well-configured virtualized
environment will be more difficult to break. In 2010,
VMware provided a report indicating how to configure
their hypervisors. This guide should be followed by
anyone considering the use of VMware hypervisors [29].
Other additional recommendations focused on the

importance of performing security audits to ensure
that developers perform regular security audits on web
applications to avoid the most common attacks, such
as SQL-injection and cross-site scripting. In addition,
regular third-party audits and penetration testing should
be established to obtain an impartial opinion on the level
of security a cloud provides.
The development of the compliance aspects of the

framework uncovered some clear risk exposures. For
example, several regulatory compliance mandates have
a common requirement to securely and safely dispose
of data and storage that is no longer necessary. A process
must be in place to ensure there are no remnants of data
that could help reconstruct the information deleted. For
example, in the case of the HIPAA regulation, the removal
of PHI (personal health information) is required in such a
way that physical storage is completely erased. Any trace
of information must truly be deleted, from both the current
instance, and from any other possible instances of the data
source. This kind of requirement represents a significant
challenge to cloud services, since storage location and
management are difficult to determine. Cloud customers
with HIPAA requirements can request specific removal
procedures in their SLAs to properly manage storage
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containing PHI. However, since cloud providers are not
currently offering audit application programming interfaces
(APIs) to enable the verification of the proper removal
of information, this remains a trust issue between cloud
customers and cloud providers. Without audit APIs or
interfaces to verify procedures followed by a cloud storage
provider and a managed service provider (MSP), the cloud
customer could incur audit risks. Compliance responsibilities
remain with the institution rather than with vendors. For
example, a cloud vendor may fail to follow the procedures
documented in the SLAs, and the cloud customer may fail
with respect to compliance responsibilities as a result of
the vendor’s poor execution of requested procedures. Since
cloud providers usually do not indemnify their customers
for compliance penalties, any financial liability is sustained
by the business and not by the cloud vendor.
Healthcare data, government data, employee information,

and financial transactions are some of the heavily
regulated information that has location-specific compliance
requirements. Locality requirements on data involve the
need to know the actual physical site of the server and
storage services containing or using the data. Many
requirements specify region, county, or country where
the data must reside. If location requirements are not
satisfied, many regulations stipulate costly penalties.
In some instances, the business can lose its license to operate.
Due to the obscurity that most cloud providers maintain
about their storage services, cloud customers do not have
the ability to monitor or automatically audit the location
of the cloud storage they are consuming. The risk of failing
compliance regarding location of data is higher in cloud
services than in traditional IT, where the CIO has full
control over the physical location of servers and storage.
Another compliance concern is the ability to perform

cyber forensics. For example, HIPAA, PHI, and FFIEC,
require fraud detection, and this demands IT services that
can support cyber-forensic capabilities. When working
with sensitive data and transactions that must support
regular audits, businesses need cyber forensics. When
a legal dispute arises, the business needs to produce
sufficient evidence to satisfy court requests for information.
Cyber-forensics requires auditable logs, data access history
details, hardware configuration, VM images, network
topology, and many other data points that can help reproduce
the entire environment. Many months of archival data
are usually required to establish a sufficient pattern as
evidence of negligence or fraud. However, most clouds
do not keep the necessary information to reproduce prior
environments. The dynamic aspect of clouds in which
VMs are constantly instantiated and destroyed, combined
with the lack of auditable logs and incomplete data points,
makes it very difficult to reproduce an environment.
The retention of data for a long period of time comes
at significant cost, and IT managers need to make tradeoffs

between cost and compliance risks. However, since current
cloud forensics tools are not mature, and reproducing
the cloud environment remains a challenge, retaining
additional data will not help with the technical immaturity
of forensics tools. However, it is expected that cloud
forensic tools will get better, and retaining data could
become very helpful.

Cloud Business Risks Framework
The Business Risks Framework, illustrated in Figure 4, is
divided into Cost, Efficiency, Control, Availability, and
Legal Complexity. Cost (e.g., reduced capital investment
and reduced operational costs) is one of the very few factors
that experts unanimously agreed upon as having a positive
effect for lowering Bbusiness risks.[ The experts seemed
to have an unwavering belief about the significant benefits
that the cloud model brings to businesses.
The cloud business model eliminates the need for capital

investment, significantly reduces operational cost, and
provides payment flexibility since one pays only for what
one consumes. In addition, the skills and training required
to maintain cloud VMs is significantly lower than the
expertise and insight necessary to support traditional IT.
This particular point on skills has been supported not only
by the experts consulted for this paper but in many other
sources [22, 30]. The flexibility of payment according
to what is used is the model employed by such cloud
providers as Amazon, GoGrid, and Rackspace. We were
not able to find any divergent opinion regarding the benefits
of having a flexible payment structure for clouds.
Understanding how to calculate the cost of VMs based

on a given scenario is of key importance because the price
of VMs varies significantly based on the configuration
and provider. After calculating the cost of the VMs, the
next step is to evaluate the overall cost associated with
the cloud when compared with the current in-house IT
data center. The cost comparison of cloud versus traditional
IT must consider what workloads would run more cost
effectively in cloud environments than traditional IT and,
also, what characteristics make a workload expensive and
not suitable for clouds. The findings of this paper were
not surprising, but instead very consistent with expectations
that workloads with variable or Bbursty[ demand pattern
are good candidates for cloud services. The Bbursty[
pattern can also be created by predictable peaks caused by
differences in demands due to time-of-day, day-of-the-week,
or cyclical patterns such as tax season. For example, in
the United State, most home-banking websites experience
time-of-day peaks from 4:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. The first
wave of demand starts on the East Coast and moves west
as time progresses.
With predictable workloads, traditional IT tends to

overprovision the IT infrastructure to accommodate the
worst-case scenario, which typically includes the highest
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possible demand, plus a buffer for safety. The problem with
this kind of approach is that the capital expense (capex)
is substantial, but most of the equipment is idle for long
periods. The difference between the average needs and the
peaks can be significant with peak-to-average ratio (PAR)
of about two or three, which means 100% to 200% increase
at peak from the average volume. Predictable patterns
associated with business cycles, sales promotions, or
special annual events such as Christmas and tax season
can generate PAR values of four to ten. Solutions with
unpredictable Bbursty[ patterns are also good candidates
for clouds because the elasticity of the cloud mitigates the
risk of running out of capacity.
Another business advantage of clouds is to be able to

choose from many workloads to maintain systems at high
capacity. This contrasts with traditional IT, where lack
of virtualization, no multi-tenancy, and a small number
of instances works against optimizing workloads to
maintain high utilization. In traditional IT, most workload
configurations remain static because of the difficulties
associated with moving services. The situation is very
different in clouds. Automation and virtualization technology
facilitates the move of VMs to aggregate complementary

workloads, thus maximizing the usage of IT resources.
For example, solutions from different time zones that
have staggered demand peaks can be combined to maintain
higher hardware utilization. Clouds tend to operate at close
to 95% utilization compared with traditional IT at 15% to
as low as 5% utilization [31]. With this gap in hardware
utilization, it is not surprising that cloud providers are able
to offer resources at such unprecedented low cost.
In traditional IT, downtime due to hardware failure is

very different than downtime in the clouds. The issue is
not about when the server or VM in the cloud will go down,
but how quickly the cloud can recover from a failure event.
In traditional IT, the failure of a physical server can be a
dramatic event, and sometimes it takes a significant amount
of time to recover. Even in the case of high-availability
systems with mirrored databases, the recovery process to
replace the failed system and recover the high-availability
configuration takes some significant effort. Recovery may
require only a few hours, or it may take days or even weeks.
On the other hand, recovery from failures in the cloud
occurs within several minutes due to the automatic scripts
and usage of standard VM images. Events that are
catastrophic in a traditional data center are a routine

Figure 4

Cloud Business Risks Framework.
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occurrence in the cloud environment, but with no tangible
significance to the user. This is a paradox, because
failures are more common in clouds that in traditional IT;
however, due to significant redundancy, the risk of failure
is greatly mitigated. One may ask why clouds have more
failures than traditional IT? These failures are the result
of massive amounts of systems and storage running
at 95% utilization in mega data centers. Reviewing the
equation of the probability of failure over time period PðtÞ,
we can see that as the mean time to failure (MTTF)
decreases, the probability of a failure occurring increases:
PðtÞfailure ¼ 1� e�kt , where k ¼ 1=MTTF. The exponential
failure distribution equation helps us model the rate of
failure over time based on MTTF [32].
Because clouds tend to have lower MTTF than other

data centers, the failure rate in clouds is higher than
in traditional IT [33, 34]. One may also ask why does the
MTTF in clouds tend to be lower than for traditional IT?
This is an issue that many computer systems and storage
manufacturers are studying. Several data references
available today from Intel [32] and others [24, 33] suggest
that a byproduct of the high utilization of resources in
cloud environments is the shortening of the MTTF. Based
on their experiences dealing with large data centers,
experts participating in this study have the opinion that
lower MTTF is caused by two factors: clouds use resources
more intensively, and the hardware in most clouds is
commodity hardware with intrinsic lower MTTF. Both
of these factors can contribute to the lower overall
MTTF in clouds [32]. At the Intel Developer Forum
conference in 2011, Sam Siewert and Greg Scott showed
similar statistics [32]. This is in contrast to traditional IT,
where hardware runs idle 85% of the time, and the
storage and servers are usually of premium quality,
with higher MTTF claimed by manufacturers. The main
factor that is driving the lower MTTF in clouds is not clear
at this point, but it is a common observation measured by
cloud providers.
As suggested, clouds provide the illusion of Balways

available,[ despite the constant failure of systems because
of the large redundancy and automation they possess.
Automation enables very fast recovery, which helps
minimize system downtime. The shorter the recovery time,
the better the availability. Similarly, the more redundancy
a system has, the better its availability [30].
From a legal perspective there are many issues associated

with cloud contracts due to unclear and restrictive laws,
frequent trans-border operations (e.g., borders between
countries), and lack of precedents to guide litigation. Most
standard cloud contracts are based on Bas is[ warranties,
which means the service is provided with no promises of any
kind. There is no guarantee that the cloud service will be
appropriate or that it will meet the customer’s expectations.
Not all cloud providers offer SLAs, and those that specify

assurances are usually based on limited obligation and
availability. Also, lack of standards is a problem for cloud
contracts because there is no unified way to offer cloud
services and there are no standardized benchmarks to help
quantify the quality of service.
Trans-border data flows are common when data is resident

in multiple countries and the cloud service and customer
are located in different countries. Data flow that crosses
the borders of a country is subject to the jurisdiction of
multiple countries, and can create costly litigation fees
because of unclear and contradictory laws. Trans-border
data flow has many potential legal issues that can arise
because of inappropriate handling of data, disparities
between IT regulations depending on country, and ambiguity
about obligations in case of a dispute. To avoid some
of these problems, IT managers should fully negotiate
cloud contracts to ensure the agreements satisfy the
needs of the business and avoid ambiguity about roles,
responsibilities, and processes.

Conclusion
The frameworks described in this paper are expected to
be used by IT managers as a way to rationalize the many
risks associated with cloud computing and to help increase
the understanding of cloud risk vectors. In addition, this
paper supports the hypothesis that the set of cloud risks
includes some new risks, as well as already existing risks
in traditional IT. New cloud-specific security risks, such
as multi-tenancy, extreme levels of automation, and high
value concentration in mega IT data center are some of the
new risks tilting the overall security risks to be higher on
clouds than traditional IT. Further, cloud compliance risks
related to the inability to perform proper cyber forensics,
data sovereignty, and data remanence (e.g., residual data
that remains after attempts to remove the data) are a few
of the many new risks associated with clouds that are
increasing the compliance security risks in clouds as
compared to traditional IT. However, some risks remain
exclusively with traditional IT, such as high upfront capital
investment for new IT services, and the ever-increasing
operational cost of proprietary configurations. Based
on the substantial data collected, we can conclude that
many cloud computing risks are distinctly different from
traditional IT risks, that traditional IT still has unique
risks that differ from cloud computing, and that there are
several risks that are shared across both environments,
creating a risk intersection between cloud and traditional
IT sets of risks. In Figure 5 the reader can observe the
intersection between the two sets of risk vectors, the blue
circle for cloud and the green circle for traditional IT,
but there are still substantial unique risks associated with
each set. At the bottom left corner of Figure 5, we can
see that from the business perspective, the traditional IT
set of risk vectors (green circle) is substantially larger than
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the cloud set of risk vectors (blue circle), illustrating the
conclusion of this paper that from the business perspective
clouds are a lower risk option than traditional IT. As shown
in the bottom right corner of Figure 5, dealing with the
security and compliance perspective, the cloud set of risk
vectors (blue circle) is substantially larger than the traditional
IT set of risk vectors (green circle), illustrating the second
conclusion of this paper, namely, from the security and
compliance perspective, clouds tend to have substantial
higher risks than traditional IT.
We also concluded that based on the many mitigation

strategies available for cloud, the fast pace with which cloud
technology is advancing, and the significant economic
advantages of the cloud business, we can conservatively
predict that many of the cloud risks described in this paper
will diminish over time, and clouds will become a much safer
place and probably the preferred IT delivery model for
outsourcing services.

*Trademark, service mark, or registered trademark of International
Business Machines Corporation in the United States, other countries,
or both.

**Trademark, service mark, or registered trademark of Google, Inc.,
Intel Corporation, Microsoft Corporation, Apple, Inc., Apache Software
Foundation, VMware, or Scrum Alliance in the United States, other
countries, or both.
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